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Video Part 2:
To start this teaching series, watch the Revelation (Rev) Concludes video Part 1 in
the links at the end of this pdf, which will serve as the connection to my
background info on forming this conclusion. Starting here with Part 2, I will
explain what Sorcery is, how it is defined in scripture, & HOW SORCERY HAS
DECEIVED the whole world as of 2020. To me the key events to understand Rev
are illustrated by the fact that one group of ‘wicked people’, are trying to kill off a
group called the ‘Holy People’, which I’ll label God’s Covenant People (GCP). I’ll
start with this chart:
http://angloisrael.com/revelation/rev-mp-summary1-top.jpg
Then: http://angloisrael.com/revelation/rev-mp-summary1-bottom.jpg
In the first 5 verses of Rev we read that Christ is sending John His servant to other
Servants, defined as people who are loved by Christ, who is the ‘Angel’ sent by
God. They are Blessed because they ‘keep’ the prophecy of Rev, they attend
Churches or ‘Congregations’ of Israelites, & are washed from their sins by Christ.
In Rev 1:6,7 it gets more definitive. They are made Kings & Priests unto God & his
Father. They are Kindred people, & all of them will wail when they see Christ.
(wail: to express sorrow audibly; to make mournful outcry; to weep). Connecting
the dots on just these 7 verses, you could positively identify who GCP are.
It starts with Servant(s), so let’s look in Strong’s & see how this term is used. They
are Rev 1:1, 2:20, 7:3, 10:7, 11:18, 15:3, 19:2, 19:5, 22:3, 22:6. If you know
anything about Rev by now, at least two of these should stand out like a flashing
Neon Sign. Chapter 7 identifies exactly who the 144,000 from the 12 Kindred
Tribes are (12KT) by Tribe. Rev C15 is about the Conquerors who didn’t take the
Mark of the Beast (MOB) in ‘The Revelation’ in the End Times (ET). These are the

144,000 from C14 of the 12KT, from C7. So that’s 2 connections to the 12KT, & is
what describes ‘Christian Israel’. But Rev 22:3,6 are just as important.
If you look back on the chart, it’s hard to miss all the repeating 12’s starting with
21:12 – 12 Gates, 12 Tribes, 12 Angels, & 21:14 – 12 Foundation Courses, & 12
Apostles. Then you have 12 Gates, 12 Pearls, 12 Fruits; then the Servants are
serving the Lamb = Christ. Then 22:7 ‘Blessed is he who keepeth the sayings of
the prophecy of this book’, speaking of the book of ‘The Revelation’. Then
consider 22:9 - ‘them which keep the sayings of this book’. How can you do what
Rev says, if your Pastor hasn’t connected the dots on the terminology, & you
don’t really understand how to apply it to your life in modern day?
OK, but let’s consider these Kings & Priests. Anyone who teaches the Bible knows
where that verse comes from, & a Cross Reference (CR) Bible confirms it. Your
Bible may CR the Royal Priesthood in 1 Peter 2:9, but then that reads just like a
quote to Exo 19:6. That was the first promise Christ (Yahweh) made to the 12KT
at Mt Sinai. Read Exo 19:2-6 & notice v4 - ‘I bare you on Eagles Wings’. That
verse connects to Dan 7:4 which CR to Rev C13, with the same Beasts! Because of
the way it CR’s, I teach that Dan C7 is just a shorter condensed version of Rev
using similar terminology. It’s where we get our definition of Beasts from, as a
Military Coalition ‘Beast’ Empire (One World Order or Government).
The other thing about Kings & Priests is that it is a description of the Melchizedek
Priesthood, which is mentioned a few times in scripture starting in Gen C14. It
means King of Righteousness & King of Peace, because it CR’s to Heb C7 where it’s
defined for us there speaking of Christ. However, the CR’s & quotes in your Bible
are completely useless if you think all of the prophecies in the OT, now apply to
just anyone on earth. ALL OF THE PROPHECIES about the First & Second coming
(1C, 2C) of Christ are in the OT. Those promises are to the 12KT SPECIFICALLY.
Where is the prophecy that says this context will change from the 12KT to
‘whosoever will’? Think about it. For a prophecy to be true, IT HAS TO HAPPEN
AS STATED!
The ‘Servants’ being sealed in Rev 7:3 are called 144,000 of the 12KT. The
servants in 10:7 are mentioned as the Prophets who wrote all these prophecies in

the Bible. The Servants in 11:18 are connected with the Prophets & Saints. Two
verses before in 11:16, we had the 24 Elders which are defined as 12KT; & we’re
in the chapter about the 2Wits, which have Power from God in 11:3. Hmm, I
thought the people who had ‘Power with God’ (PWG), WAS the definition of the
word Israel? Everyone defines them as 2 Israelite people or men. I don’t, but I’m
showing you the logic, because it’s a forgotten prophecy about Christian Israel.
OK, 15:3 are people who had gotten Victory over the beast & the MOB. They sing
the Song of Moses, where just before in 14:3 it told us that ONLY the 144,000
which were Redeemed could learn that song. And that came from 7:3, & the
144,000 of the 12KT. But the Song of Moses actually goes back to 5:9, if you’re
paying attention to Strong’s. Reading 5:9, these are Kindred people who are
Redeemed by the Lamb living in various Nations speaking different tongues /
languages. They are made into Kings & Priests to reign over the earth, & the 24
Elders are mentioned with them. The K&P are really a prophecy to (A&S) in Gen.
In Genesis, we do know of one group of people in prophecy who were prophesied
(twice) to be 12 Kindred Tribes of Kings & Priests divided into a Commonwealth of
Christian Nations, & a Great Christian Nation, who were to be Redeemed in the ET
by YHWH. I wonder what the odds are, if these people in OT prophecy, could be
related to the ones in the Rev prophecy?
Why would Christ Redeem Israelites who rejected him, when he previously just
killed their fathers in the desert, & we’re speaking about Jewish Israel; when the
Israelites who believed on YHWH at Sinai, or ‘Christian Israel’, are now living in
the Great Christian Nation & Christian Commonwealth he Promised to Jacob
(without walls)? THE Revelation, is the conclusion defining the fulfillment of ALL
OT prophecy about YHWH, & His People in the 1C & 2C, to the 12KT as Servants,
Saints, Holy, Conquerors, Nations (of Witnesses), Blessed, Redeemed, etc!
Back to Servants with 19:2 & 19:5. This is just after the Servants were being killed
by Babylon the Great. The 24 Elders are mentioned, & there is praise for Servants
that fear YHWH. They are ‘Blessed’ for being called to the Marriage Supper of the
Lamb. We can see it’s a wrap on all the wars by the end of C19, & these armies of

Babylon are arrayed against Christ & His Army. The Beast & False Prophet loose,
& are judged with fire (Angel in Sun), along with those who accepted the MOB.
That covers Servants. Let’s look at the people who are called Blessed. They are
Rev 1:3, 14:13, 16:15, 19:9, 20:6, 22:7, 22:14. I started in 1:3 with “They are
Blessed because they ‘keep’ the prophecy of Rev, they attend Churches, & are
washed from their sins by Christ”. In 14:13 the Blessed are connected to the
Saints in 14:12 who ‘keep the Commandments of God, & the faith of Jesus’. Plus
we already know C14 is about the 144,000 of the Redeemed ‘Firstfruits unto God
& to the Lamb’, from the 12KT who don’t accept the MOB. That’s a pretty good
definition of Christian Israel who choose life!
In 16:15 the language is more symbolic, but compared to the other verses we’ll
read, it all fits together. In 19:9, the Blessed are the Saints called to the Marriage
Supper of the Lamb, which were also called Servants & Conquerors. So 20:6 is the
Blessed & Holy which are beheaded for ‘the Witness of Jesus’, which is from 20:4
about those who didn’t take the MOB; which CR’s back to 15:3 as Victors over the
beast & MOB; which came from the 144,000 Redeemed Firstfruits of the 12KT in
14:3; from the 2 (conquered) Lamb Kingdoms in 13:11 (2 Kingdoms of Witnesses
for Christ); from the (conquered) Kindred Saints / Nations in 13:7; from the
Children of Sarah as the Crown of 12 Stars = 12KT (2 Kingdoms of Witnesses for
Christ at war with the Beast) in 12:17; from the (conquered) 2 Wits who have
PWG in 11:7 (2 Kingdoms of Witnesses for Christ); living in 2 Prophetic Nations of
the 12KT as His Servants the Prophets teaching this ‘Mystery’ to their Kindred in
different languages in 10:7,11; from the Saints of the 12KT who make prayers
heard by YHWH in 8:3-4; from the 144,000 of the ‘Sealed Servants’ of the 12KT
along with their ‘Brethren’ in 7:3; from their Brethren as 12KT already murdered
for their Testimony of Christ in 6:9-11; from the Redeemed 12KT Promised to
reign as Kindred Kings & Priests in 5:9; who attend the Congregations of Christian
Israel called Churches in C2-3; & those are from the Kindred Kings & Priests in
1:6,7; who are Servants of Yahweh as His Administrators of Justice. They’re made
Priests of God & Christ who sit on thrones meeting out justice it says for 1000
years; & what Pastor could not logically connect those dots if they’ve earned a
Degree in a School of Theology?

In 22:7 again it says ‘Blessed is he that Keepeth the sayings of the prophecy of this
book’, which parallels 1:3. And in 22:14 - ‘Blessed are they that do his
commandments’ = Follow God’s Law (FGL), that they may have the right to the
Tree of Life (TOL), & may enter in through the gates into the city’ = New Jerusalem
(NJ). But wait, there’s more. This keeping or doing his commandments is about
FGL. If you pull up this chart: http://angloisrael.com/revelation/revelation-mpsummary2-top.jpg
On the right I have chart on Blessed & related terms in Rev. Psalms 1:1-3 is the
main CR back to the OT. So Blessed in Rev connects like this: Rev 1:3, 2:26, 3:8,
3:19, 12:17, 14:12, 14:13, 16:15, 19:9, 20:6, 22:7, 22:14. It’s about the need to
FGL as (A) did, & 12:17 + 14:12 are the obvious key connections. We already
know most of these verses, & 14:12 is about the Redeemed 144,000 from C7 of
the 12KT. But so is 12:17 & it connects back to C11 & the 2 Wits as we can see.
The symbology of the Woman clothed with the Sun, & the Moon under her feet,
& upon her head a Crown of 12 Stars in 12:1, comes from Gen 37:9. It refers to a
‘Sign in Heaven’, or astronomical sign that has many videos about it posted on YT.
The date for this event was agreed on by some to be Sept/23/2017. But in Rev
12:3,4 there is also an astronomical sign of the Dragon. That date was
determined by some to be Dec/13/2017. There are too many good videos posted
to mention just one, but the original video on this subject was by Scott Clarke in
2014: https://www.youtube.com/user/eternalrhythmflow/videos
There’s another thing worth mentioning that coincides with these dates, & that is
the full solar eclipse that happened in the USA on Aug/8/2017. There’s a second
full solar eclipse that will happen approx 7 years later on Apr/8/2024. These 2 will
cross with their exact conjunction being just south of Carbondale, Illinois. I was
blessed to be the only person in the USA to shoot an exact conjunction video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grVv9MCIoug
https://nationaleclipse.com/maps/usa_21st_century.html
Giving someone who studies prophecy a date to go by using astronomical signs,
that only a very few people could determine, may be a way to hide the time of an

event by restricting when technology would advance enough to allow a date to be
calculated. Then you would want a second or third witness. There are actually 6
full solar eclipses during this decade which have their conjunctions entirely within
the USA. I don’t study astronomy, but I hear this is more than just a rare thing.
Going back to this Gen 37:9 vision or prophecy. I think we’ve overlooked the full
import of what Jacob Israel said about this vision of his favorite son, Joseph. His
first vision was actually a prophecy, which was fulfilled maybe 20 years later as
we’re all aware. His brothers came to Egypt & bowed to him. Keep in mind that
they didn’t recognize him. That’s important.
The second in 37:9 was: ‘the Sun & the Moon & the eleven Stars made obeisance
to me.’ (a movement of the body expressing deep respect or deferential
courtesy, as before a superior; a bow, curtsy, or other similar gesture). But what
was Jacob/Israel thinking when he immediately replied: ‘shall I & thy mother &
thy brethren indeed come to bow down ourselves to thee to the earth?’ Israel is
assuming at that point it was about him & Rachel, & his brothers. But the
symbology of Rev C12 has a woman with a Crown of 12 Stars. (not Rachel then)
There is no prophecy that I know of where we could apply that thought to Rachel,
but we could apply it to Sarah. In Gen C17 both Abraham & Sarah (A&S) were
given an everlasting covenant to produce Nations & Kings of their posterity. By
the time Israel was ready to die in Gen C48,49…, we read where he says that
YHWH showed him what Joseph’s sons would do in the future. This would be in
the Nations of Christian Israel then, or GCP, not Jewish Israel.
Even when he couldn’t see well enough to determine which child was Ephraim &
which was Manasseh, he knew from the Spirit of YHWH to cross his hands so the
correct prophecy was given to each one, Gen 48:11. If we look at the full import
of what he did here; Jacob passed his Power with God or YHWH to Joseph, but
specifically to Joseph’s 2 sons he had with the daughter of a Priest. By his words,
he narrowed it to just those 2 ‘lads’, & he did that twice.
The rendering of Gen 48:16 in the various KJ versions I’ve looked at in no way
compares to how my Ferrar Fenton Bible (FF) states it: “Bless the lads, & give

them my Power, The Power of my fathers (A&I), & pour out their increase to the
bounds of the earth!”. Then in 48:21, ‘God will be with you…’, & the following in
49:22-26; ‘By the hands of the mighty God of Jacob, From Whom is Israel’s
Guardian Stone. May the God of your father Guard you’.., or SHIELD you = the
Promise from Gen 15:1! This is the proper context of what this prophecy is all
about. All of Israel knew of the concept of YHWH the Shield who protected his
people starting in Gen C12 in the correct context, when you realize that the AC
quotes directly to Acts & John as you see on my OT Quotes Chart, & how it reads
in those verses in the NT.
When you topically focus on Christ the Rock or Stone in the NT, you realize there
are more verses dedicated to that single subject in the NT than anything else.
Then you see the connection to YHWH as the Sceptre of Judah from Gen 49:10 (=
King of Judah or Horn of Salvation). This is also the most used CR in the NT about
the origin of Christ, the Prophet, the Messiah, etc. You should compare this to
the Blessing by Moses in Deut 33:13-17 as well. Over there, Moses restates this
prophecy, but uses the terms Sun, Moon, Crown (of 12 Stars = his brothers), &
that he will Conquer Nations & unite all 12KT together as a Noble or Prince.
Then Deut 33:29 sums up - ‘A Victor Race for YHWH, Your Shield, your Help, &
your Sword! (= Christ the Rock); ‘You shall grow, & Subdue your foes,..’ (=
Conquer). Of course, no KJ versions use the term ‘race’ in their translations. I
would like to point out that if a white person is labeled ‘racist’ today (= a person
who shows or feels discrimination or prejudice against people of other races, or
who believes that a particular race is superior to another), then definable races
must exist to allow us to use the term. A few very notable people have made
recent claims that no definable races exist today.
Video Part 3:
The Israel people are defined as a specific family of people within a specific race
of Hebrews originally from Adam. It’s so specific to the 12KT, that even Jacob’s
own brother is excluded, as were the posterity of Hagar & Keturah, who were
wives of (A). The Posterity of Israel was further divided into 2 spiritual groups at
Mt Sinai. Group 1 = The Nobles & their ‘appointees’, who maybe felt they were

superior to everyone else because they were ruling over all their brethren. And
Group 2 = those that agreed to FGL & teach the Kingdom Message (about their
future Redeemer = Christ), & become Servants of YHWH according to promise.
The Servants then, are known as God’s Chosen or God’s Covenant People because
they serve Christ. Then they give their lives for Christ as we see in Rev, where
they are defined as people who have their heads cut off for teaching his message
in the ET. That doesn’t fit the definition of someone who feels they are ‘superior’
over the others who aren’t getting their head cut off!
I make those points here because there are really only 2 main groups of people
defined in Rev. There are the Holy People who we can see are Christian &
Israelites. Then there are a group of wicked people who are joining forces in a
military coalition against the holy people to kill them, & Christ their leader. It
seems a little psychopathic to think you could kill Christ, but people who think like
this do exist. We elect them because we don’t know how to identify communists,
from others who are Kindred GCP who FGL & would support our nation.
So, I was getting to how I could make my points about the 2Wits. There’s a
paradox here & I don’t see people dealing with this. If the 2Wits have PWG
regardless of ‘who’ they are; then who has the power to kill them, or why would
Christ let them be killed? I said that it’s Satan controlling the Beast gov who in
13:7, conquers the Holy People or 2Wits back in 11:7. But other than judgment
on the 2Wits or Christian Israel, what purpose does it serve at that point?
We all know the 2Wits CR goes back to Zec C4, & over there they are called - ‘2
Sons of Oil who stand near the Master of all Earth’. Prior verses (in FF) called
them 2 Olives, 2 Olive Branches, & mentions YHWH with the terms, ‘My Spirit’,
Witnessing men, My Servant the Branch, the Stone or Peculiar Stone with 7 Eyes,
Chosen Jerusalem, 2 Olive Trees, etc. So there are many terms mentioned here
which CR elsewhere in scripture to help put this in context.
But it’s the KJ version that helps with this. Zec 4:14 uses the term - “Two
Anointed Ones, that stand by the Lord (YHWH) of the whole earth.” If you read
Zechariah from the beginning, we all can clearly see the context is about the sons

of Jerusalem as Israelites. Meaning as Zec 1:4 indicates & I paraphrase, ‘the
former prophets told the Israel people who rejected YHWH to turn from their evil
ways & they wouldn’t listen’. Some turned from YHWH starting at Sinai as we can
read in scripture, & we also see that some didn’t. The prophets didn’t need to
admonish those of Israel who did what they were told to do. We’re talking about
the blessings & curses here as well!
In Zec we read about the 4 Horses here, & the 4 Beasts which mirror what we see
in Rev. The Jerusalem in Zec C2 is also being measured. It doesn’t have walls, &
YHWH is a wall of fire around it with Christ in the mist (the Jerusalem in the
Middle East has walls & no Christ). 2:11-13 is worth noting that he’s talking about
the many nations of the 12KT in context, & YHWH will inherit Judah & choose
Jerusalem again. OK, but they were judged first, then restored to service with
YHWH. That’s the context. Same in Zec C3, & 3:9 - ‘I will remove the iniquity of
that land in one day.’ 2:13 indicates YHWH will return from his Holy habitation;
some versions say holy hill or Holy mountain = Mt Sinai in Arabia. For sure,
Jerusalem is sometimes also referred to as his Holy hill or mountain. But after 70
AD, Jerusalem is still the same term used for the prophetic Nations where
Christian Israel lives, defined as a Great Christian Nation & Commonwealth of
Christian Nations where the modern 12KT can be found!
So everything leading up to the description of the 2Wits in Zec C4 is about the
12KT being judged, & then YHWH returning to live in the mist of them. So
Christian Israel remains only, & that explains the paradox I mentioned if the 12KT
are being judged in Rev C11. Plus there’s no mention of non-Israel people. Zec C5
is a description of nuclear missiles, & I have 3 videos linked below to explain this
chapter. Zec C6 goes back to the 4 Horses & calls them ‘4 spirits of the heavens’
in 6:5. Since we’re talking about war, I call then the Army, Navy, Air Force, &
Marines! Let’s not forget we have the ‘Space Force’ now!
Here’s some context you can’t miss in Zec 8:13, ‘House of Judah & House of
Israel’. The whole book is about the Israel people in the ET. There are so many
parallels to Rev that we could spend days connecting the 2 books. 10:6,7 is also
very specific with ‘House of Judah, & House of Joseph’, which together = 12KT in

total. So all context in Zachariah appears to include all 12KT being cleansed from
sin & Redeemed in the ET, if you read it beginning to end. This compares to the
context in Rev, & explains the 2Wits, plus the attack on them separating the Tares
from the ‘Remnant’ of Wheat.
If there ARE in prophecy, 2 Anointed ‘Sons of Oil’ which represent all 12KT; & we
have these 2 Sons of Joseph, who have been anointed with power with YHWH,
from Jacob himself to rule over the 12KT; & they were given the Guardian Stone
as we read, who must be the source of their PWG; wouldn’t the sons of Joseph be
the logical ones Zechariah would be referring to? To confirm, they should be
mentioned in other books as these 2 Houses / Nations of Chosen Israel people.
If you look on my 2Wits chart, you’ll see I’ve listed some of those verses that
indicate this context exactly. We mentioned Exo 19:6 already, which is the Royal
Priesthood, Holy Nation, etc, CR from 1Pet 2:9. Exo 19:6 also CR’s to Exo 40:15 as
the ‘Everlasting Priesthood’, & the same in Num 25:13. Then in Isa 61:6 some
versions say Everlasting Priesthood, or ‘Priests of the Lord’. Either way, there’s 5
direct mentions, & looking at your CR’s to each of these; not only do all these
verses CR to each other, there are many more verses they cite. But you’ll see a CR
to Heb 2:17 that also connect all of these to the Melchisedec Priesthood & I think,
it sums up those thoughts in Heb C9-10.
So this Royal Priesthood, Holy Nation, Peculiar People, Chosen People, or variety
of other terms used in the OT; consist of 12 Kindred Tribes split into 2 groups of
Witnesses for Christ whether we’re in the OT or the NT. Melchizedek spoke to (A)
in Gen C14, & again in C15 where we have 3 specific prophecies given to (A). Gen
15:1 is Christ the ‘Shield’ speaking. Not some human, & not some secondary
Angel promising himself to (A) to be his ‘Exceeding Great Reward’. It’s Christ the
Shield, Christ the Stone/Rock, & Christ the Sceptre (King of Judah), all just in
Genesis. With Melchisedec defined in Heb C7 as ‘King of Righteousness, King of
Peace’, & reading all of C7, both of these are the same entity. The quote to Deut
18:15 about Christ the ‘Prophet’ (I AM or YHWH) from Acts 3:23 & 7:37 + John
1:21 cinches this teaching.

In Rev 1:6,7 with the CR to 1Pet 2:9, we have this same group of Kindred Kings &
Priests. By connecting the dots, they’re the same Christian Israelites referred to
as God’s Chosen in the OT. They’re the ones in prophecy from Exo 19:6, but
before that, Yahweh gave (A) a well known prophecy about them in Gen 15:13-21.
So (A) believed YHWH, & he FGL as we read in Gen 26:5. His kids that do the
same then, are God’s Chosen People. When they revolt, Yahweh kills some of
them off. That’s what sets the context of Blessings & Curses.
Note that this is Yahweh speaking to Isaac in Gen 26:5, confirming the Covenant
He calls an ‘Oath’ he made to (A), which connects that Oath back to Gen 12:1-3.
The Oath is being passed on to his Posterity BECAUSE (A) FGL as Yahweh says.
Reading Heb 11:17-19 shows (A) had faith in a Redeemer who could raise Isaac
from the dead, which was this Yahweh we call Christ, because it connects Moses
to belief in Christ right there in Heb 11:26. Same entity OT to NT; same people =
His people; same oath being fulfilled to same people!
We have a 1C & a 2C defined in the Prophets. Revelation is about the 2C being
fulfilled to the same Christian Israelite people He promised Himself to. Above
we’ve connected the Servants to the Blessed to these Kings & Priests all through
Rev. Then we took this thought back to the AC & touched on a few other things;
but primarily the CR to the 2Wits in Zec. And I made the obvious connection from
Rev C12 to Gen 37:9 & Gen C48, 49 as being the description of the 2Wits in Zec.
There are a couple more connections to the 2Wits in Rev that are missed & are
not so obvious. I mentioned above that Rev 12:17 & 14:12 are key connections
that tie the Servants & Blessed to the 12KT as Nations who FGL. You would
assume that the 2Wits are people that FGL from reading Rev C11. But we see the
2Wits are conquered in 11:7, & that’s also what’s mentioned in 13:7. “And it was
given unto him to make war with the Saints, & to overcome them: & power was
given him over all Kindreds, & Tongues, & Nations.” So, a few verses before, PWG
is given to Satan then, to judge the 2Wits as I postulated above?
These Saints who are Kindred Nations speaking different languages, are the 2Wits
who are being conquered back in 11:7; by the Beast from the bottomless pit it
says. It’s the same Beast in 13:2 given power by the Dragon = Satan from C12.

But the second connection is in 13:11. This Beast had 2 Horns (= Kings) like a
Lamb, but spoke like a Dragon. My FF says ‘Lamb Kingdoms’ because kings are
kings over a kingdom. Again, PWG is given to Satan, who gives it to this Beast
(military coalition) who conquers the Holy People as Judgment by Yahweh.
This is where the Holy People are conquered because they were 2 groups of
people (as Nations or Kingdoms) who worshipped the Lamb (= Christ) & FGL, but
now they don’t as a Nation(s). 2 Prophetic Nations of Christian Israelites who had
Power with God, up till the time Yahweh had to judge them for 4 specific sins
mentioned in 9:21, 18:23, 21:8, & 22:15.
Compare this to the way it reads in Rev 11:7, where they were consuming their
enemies (in war), up until this point where it just says they were conquered by
the Beast, meaning the one given power by Satan in 13:2. So this should fit the
prophecy of being ‘judged in a day’ that we covered in Zec 3:9 above.
If all these old prophecies we just looked at, connect to Rev as I’m presenting
here, then let’s connect the dots. What other prophecies substantiate what I’m
teaching? Starting in Genesis then, (A) had PWG & that was passed to Isaac, &
then Jacob with Esau being rejected. This decision was a prophecy by YHWH, but
it’s almost universally taught as Jacob stole his brother’s birthright with the help
& planning from his mother. This is a commonly taught slander against Jacob.
If you read Gen 25:23 you see Rebekah inquired of YHWH about her ‘twins’.
Yahweh prophesied that her sons would become 2 Nations where one would be
stronger than the other, & the elder (Esau) would serve the younger (Jacob). So
Christ Himself chose which one was to eventually have PWG under the name
Israel, & Isaac would have been told of this prophecy. Christ was to come in the
future, FROM THIS SEEDLINE he chose! Isaac may have been inclined to follow
tradition in his old age, but Rebekah believed the command of YHWH, & took the
best course of action at the right time! Prophecy is Law when it’s given by YHWH,
& Christ said this same thing in the NT.
I include this, because these prophecies throughout the OT are given to ‘Prophets’
whose most important prophecies that we’re reading, haven’t even happened

yet! I’m speaking about the 2C, which includes the 2Wits, & most everything we
read in Rev.
Jacob was Chosen in the womb (formed in the womb = FIW in Isaiah) by Christ, to
be the progenitor of the seedline he was to eventually be born from as a human!
Before that, Christ was promised to be the son of (A). That’s what Matt 1:1 is
saying, & Gen 15:1 is the proper CR for the fulfillment of the Matt 1:1 prophecy in
your Bible. I’ve covered this many times in my YT videos, “The Rock was Christ” &
others. I’ve only run across one other teacher, Dr. Miles Jones, who shows you
why it was Mt Sinai that (A) offered Isaac on:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWDyV4w95gs
As far as I know, I’m the only one who has been teaching the logic that (A&S)
were made physically younger again to have Isaac. They were 99 & 89 years old,
& my estimate was that they were made 55-65 years younger; as the fulfillment
of the prophecy to them in Gen 18:10,14. In the FF - “I will restore you, as at the
Period of Youth…”, + “I will return to you the Period of Youth…”. All Bibles use
different wording to render this, but it fits with what I asked before. How did (A)
‘reason’ in Heb 11:17-19 that YHWH could raise Isaac from the dead?
The 2nd confirmation is why would King Abimelech want Sarah as a wife in Gen
C20, if she was 89 years old? To have some kids maybe? YHWH appears to the
King to advise him about Sarah, & he refers to (A) as a ‘Prophet’. In 23:5, he’s
called a ‘mighty Prince’. Then he has another wife, Keturah, & 6 kids with her as
late as maybe 147 years of age, & died at 175. Makes perfect sense if YHWH
made them 65 years younger to have Isaac, & he dies at a physical 110 yrs old!
So there’s a lot of things in scripture I find Christians have never heard before, if
they depend on other people to teach them what they need to know. The
prophecy of the 2Wits I’m pointing to in Gen C48, actually started in Gen C12!
The AC starts with the promises in C12, but the covenant is added to or expands
all through Genesis, & into other books.
I’m guessing most Pastors have done a good study of Genesis, & understand that
the promises to (A) are passed to Isaac, then on to Jacob. So it’s not hard to grasp

then, that what we see in Gen C48 is a grand total of the progression of these
statements by Yahweh to AIJ from C12 to C49. The Nations promised to (A) in
C12 are these Nations of the 12KT in C48,49 with the attributes listed there in the
scriptures you can read for yourself. If you pay attention to your CR’s, you’ll see
where this all goes throughout the Bible. You’ll just have to do a little study. My
free Study Charts, pdf’s & videos, are the product of my years of contextual study.
A good example is that the Great Christian Israel Nation & Commonwealth of
Christian Israel Nations mentioned in C48, CR’s back to a prophecy in Gen 35:11
given to Jacob many years earlier. To get a good overall view of how the verses in
each book connect to each other & to the rest of the Bible; I’ve created a Topical
CR Chart in pdf: http://angloisrael.com/revelation/topical-cr-chart-2-16-2019.pdf
The idea is that I’ve picked out the more important things mentioned in each
book, & included CR’s or quotes from the NT; which show the Bibles context is
determined from the fact it’s written to the same 12 Kindred Tribes by
interconnected prophecies. It’s hard to grasp those connections on your own, but
you can technically find them all listed right there in a good CR Bible.
So, looking at my chart, at the top: ‘The following terms cross reference back &
forth to each other, & 99% of the time ALL TERMS ONLY APPLY to Israelites as the
House of Israel/House of Judah, meaning 12 Kindred Tribes in the OT & NT!’ So
the reason the prophecies in the Bible are written to the 12KT in the OT & the NT,
is because these verses in the NT, which use those terms on this chart & quote or
CR the OT; they don’t change their application to a new group of people all of a
sudden in the NT. But Pastors almost universally teach it that way.
Starting in Genesis, it’s important to connect all these prophecies together, so you
can see how the AC builds up to the most important prophecies in the last 3
chapters as I was teaching. Because my point is, I claim the 2Wits in Rev C11,
links to the prophecy to Joseph about the Great Christian Nation & Christian
Commonwealth. Then I show the vision in Gen 37:9 CR’s to Rev C12, which came
from a prophecy given to Jacob previously in Gen 35:11; but it originates from the
AC in C12! We’re not looking at disconnected prophecies in scripture. Rather it’s
a spiders-web of interconnected prophecy if you could see it visually.

To continue from Genesis with the 2Wits is detailed on my Topical CR Summary
Chart: http://angloisrael.com/revelation/tcr-summary-rev.pdf
I’ve posted video(s) using this chart, so we’ll list the verses & cover the more
definitive connections. Exo 19:6 is the #1 connection of what defines the 2Wits
throughout scripture! We’ve shown those connections. Deut C33 we’ve covered,
& the fact that it’s Christ speaking to the 12KT at Mt Sinai called the Prophet
quoted from Acts 3:23, 7:37 & John 1:21 to Deut 18:15.
Next would be - 2Sam 7:10-29 + 22:2,3 apply to Christ the Shield, Stone, &
Scepter+, along with the new land they will move to by 70 AD. This land becomes
the Great Christian Nation & Commonwealth, which logically had to be in
Prophecy, & doesn’t apply to those Israelites who rejected Christ! Israelites who
rejected Christ & stayed in Jerusalem were killed in 70 AD. Current Jerusalem
from 70 AD to today, are this Christian Nation & Christian Commonwealth.
However, there were many Israelites who rejected Christ living in other nations
where they were previously scattered. Just because some own Banks doesn’t
mean they are being blessed by Yahweh, even if that’s what they think.
1Chron 17:21-27 fits these Blessed people forever. There are many things in
Psalms, but C82, C89, & C119 are the important connections since these Blessed
are called god’s by Christ, & God’s Chosen inherit Christ to administer his law. I
don’t know where to start in Isaiah as there are 46 verses quoted in the NT to
Isaiah. But Isa 9:20, 41:1-20 , 51:1-8, 54:5-17, C61, + 65:8-10,16-25 are all key
verses connecting to Christian Israel.
Jer 32:23-40 is a quote from Heb 8:8-13 & 10:17. But we’ll see that this & other
verses can be connected to the 2Wits directly. Although it’s defined as a ‘New
Covenant’ in Hebrews, Christ the Redeemer was promised to (A), & he came first
to Redeem Christian Israel as the NT shows us. Christian Israel knew about Christ
the Messiah or Prophet because he was prophesied to Redeem them as far back
as Gen 15:1 for sure! We know (A) FGL, but the oral law wasn’t written down by
Moses, & then agreed to in an oath by all of Israel, until their exodus to Mt Sinai.

Revelation just describes the ET realization of all of these prophecies from the AC
to the 1C to the 2C as prophesied to the Israel people. Christian Israel is first. The
New Covenant starts with the First Resurrection in Rev C20, but you might argue
with that idea. Jer C30-33 contain our best descriptions relative to these Christian
Israel people referred to as the 144,000 of the 12KT, 2Wits, 12 Crowns, Lamb
Kingdoms, 144,000 Redeemed, Conquerors, Victors, etc. It’s all the same people
& they are Christian Israel in prophecy.
I can’t reiterate all the prophecy here w/o duplicating half of the verses in
Jeremiah. But Jer C30 is in the context of Jacob Israel & Judah being judged
(Jacob’s Trouble), & going into captivity again; but being saved out of it, & being
brought back to their land (Zion), & living under Christ (whirlwind = Tornado of
fire). In Jer C31 the ‘Families of Israel’ = 12KT = Virgin of Israel are in Zion, & are
called a Remnant of Israel; Christ is gathering Ephraim & Israel as Redeemed
Jacob; he makes a New Covenant with the House of Israel & House of Judah;
31:35 Sun, Moon, Stars = 12KT who FGL & live forever under Christ -> Rev C12.
In Jer C32, ‘I AM’ = Yahweh is judging the Children of Israel & Children of Judah for
worshipping Molech. But he states he will restore them to their land in the
future, & be their God for the benefit of them & their Posterity. That is a promise.
In Jer C33 Judah & Israel restored from captivity in the future to a desolate
Jerusalem; ‘Branch of Righteousness’ = Christ = Melchisedec = The Lord (Yahweh)
our Righteousness, on the Throne (Sceptre) of Israel; ‘2 Families which Yahweh
hath Chosen’ = 2 Nations = 2Wits according to Covenant; Seed (Children,
Posterity) of AIJ given mercy.
Video Part 4:
This compares perfectly with how Eze C35, C37 reads. I’m surprised there’s no
quote to Ezekiel from the NT, only CR’s. Read C34 first, because this is an ET
context when Christ returns, & notice what it all CR’s to. Then Eze C35 is referring
to these people from C34 which are God’s Chosen the House of Israel. So Eze
35:10 calls them 2 Nations & 2 Countries, being HOI & HOJ as we see in C37. But
C36 is also in the context of 2 Countries who make up the 12KT as Christian

Israelites who FGL. Then in Eze C37 we see the Dry Bones are the whole HOI =
12KT as a ‘great army’ brought back to their land, & given the spirit of Christ.
Then we have the 2 Sticks Prophecy to the HOI & HOJ, & it connects us back to
the Gen C48 Prophecy with Joseph & Ephraim! They’re being brought back
together, & sanctified under Christ, & their Posterity will FGL forever. They’re
called 2 Nations & 2 (Lamb) Kingdoms under the New Covenant of Peace, = 2
Witnesses for Christ from Gen C48 in Prophecy as Christian Israel described in Rev
12:17 & 14:12. Plus other verses as Blessed, Holy, Saints, Conquerors, etc!
And there’s more. I see Daniel C7 as describing the events in Revelation from a
war perspective. The Beasts are Empires at war which coincides with Rev 13:1.
Satan is the power over this one world military gov (Beast Empire = BE) in 13:2;
Rev 13:7 links back to 11:7 & is indicating this (BE) conquers the 2Wits in war
(after a financial collapse), & it describes them as Nations of Holy People who
speak different languages. Then 13:12 gives us the ‘Lamb Kingdoms’ moniker. All
of this ties back directly to Rev C12 as the Children of Sarah, & her Crown of 12
Stars (Gen 37:9+), who FGL & teach the message of Christ in Rev 12:17 = the
Kingdom Message (a Promise to Israel as the 12KT from AIJ).
It’s Hos 1:9,10 & 2:23 which are both NT quotes that helps us tie it all together;
though I haven’t heard it taught this way before. In 1:10,11 the context is the COJ
& COI are living under Christ after the great day of God’s Harvest, & Wed to Christ
forever under the New Covenant. After this primer on prophecy we’ve just been
through, you now recognize the COJ & COI as the 2 Wits who FGL as the 12KT
being Redeemed in the ET; The Harvest is described in Rev 14:14-20, when we see
the sharp sickle reaping the Harvest of the Saints who rejected the MOB, vs the
Harvest of the wicked who accepted the MOB.
There’s a big argument over whether the wicked are Israelites in context who
reject Christ, or are mostly all non-Israelites. Reading Hosea beginning to end
should cinch the argument once you realize these 2 verses in Hosea are quoted
from Rom 9:25 & 1Peter 2:10. And you take into consideration your CR’s are John
10:16 + 11:49-52; Micah 2:1-3:12 + 5:2-8; & Heb 8:8 + 10:16 which we’ve read
before. We know 1Pet 2:10 is about the Royal Priesthood & all those connections

to Revelation we went through earlier. But the points being made about these 2
groups of people in Rom C9 also quotes Hosea to clarify who Paul is referring to,
& they’re called Gentiles.
There’s no super condensed way of proving that Gentiles are the 12KT in almost
all uses of the term. But I have done extensive video on the subject, & posted the
logical connections on my YT channel. I’ve challenged all Preachers or Teachers to
debate my teaching, & I’m still waiting for them to take me up on my offer. My
point on this Hosea quote in Rom C9, is that these 2 groups Christ is talking about
are FIW, & are both Israelites.
Paul mentions Jacob & Esau, & Christ chose one over the other. But he also
mentions where Christ hardened the heart of Pharaoh in 9:17. The one lump of
clay in 9:21 then; does that include Pharaoh & anyone of any race? Jacob & Esau
came from the same race & family (one lump); but one was chosen, one rejected.
So that makes more sense, & many teach it as Israelites vs Edomites here. But
that’s a superficial way to read it, & it’s not supported by previous prophecies.
The FIW comment is mentioned many times in Isaiah, & there is no indication
there of non-Israelites being FIW; as one group accepting Christ as his Chosen, &
the others being anyone of any race who are the wicked for example who reject
Christ. No, it’s one group of Israelites for Christ, vs the other group of Israelites
who revolt from Christ. It’s mentioned in this context starting from Exodus all
through scripture. There’s a good list of other people who are cursed by Yahweh
in scripture, & specific reasons for this are mentioned if you go search out the
history. There’s 4 places in Psalms that list these groups & they’re on my chart:
http://angloisrael.com/revelation/revelation-understood4-top.jpg
But we need to understand, that the Blessings & Curses in Deut didn’t & don’t
apply to just anyone. That context doesn’t change throughout the OT, & it
doesn’t change in the NT. The OT prophecies are quoted in the NT. It would be a
logical error to change WHO THEY APPLY TO when you refer to them in the NT.
There’s probably a good way to convey this idea, but let’s look at the quotes in
Rom C9, because I’ve been through it before in other videos. And I feel I’ve

absolutely proven my points on Gentiles = 12KT. We’ll use this chart:
http://angloisrael.com/revelation/nt-quotes-in-order.pdf
I’m saying the 2 groups of people in Rom 9:21-23; ‘…one vessel unto honour, &
another unto dishonor?’; they are both from the same lump of clay (CR Isa 64:8);
one are ‘vessels of wrath fitted to destruction’; the other are ‘vessels of mercy,
which he had afore prepared unto glory’. We already know the ones who FGL will
inherit mercy or blessings, & the ones who revolt will inherit curses or wrath. This
context follows through the entire OT, & only applies to the Israel people.
So why change it now? Because 9:24 indicates God called Jews & Gentiles. These
are both the entire group of 12KT as HOJ & HOI, as my video series on the subject
clearly shows. Then from 9:26-33 we have 5 quotes which Paul refers to so he
can clarify what he’s talking about with his figure of speech & the 2 groups. But
what’s entirely overlooked by all scholars apparently, is the 11 QUOTES to the OT
in Rom C10; which is really just a continuation of the point he’s making in C9! My
chart has a very simplistic paraphrase of the content of each quote, but it makes a
good study chart.
So, Rom 9:25,26 are quotes from Hos 2:23 + 1:9,10 which we just covered above.
And remember Hos 1:10 is quoted from 1Pet 2:10 about the Royal Priesthood,
which includes Hos 2:23 is as well. Then Rom 9:27 quotes Isa 10:22, & Rom 9:29
to Isa 1:9; both about just a Remnant of the 12KT being saved in the ET. By the
fact that we teach about a Remnant, means that the majority OF THE 12KT, are
not saved or redeemed. If ALL of Israel are Redeemed, then what’s the term
Remnant referring to exactly? Well, Paul explains that with his next quote.
Rom 9:33 quotes Isa 28:16 about Christ the Stumblingstone & Rock of Offence.
So Rom 9:30-33 is where he makes the connection to these Israelites who
revolted from Yahweh at Mt Sinai. That’s where this idea starts in scripture. All
of Israel suffered 40 years in the desert, because of a few of the leaders revolted,
who were identified as the heads of the tribes, usually called ‘Nobles’. But not all
rejected Yahweh at Sinai! In fact, only a small number revolted. The problem is,
these Nobles were the ones who were in charge. To fix that problem in the
future, Yahweh gave you a guideline to follow about electing Godly leaders in Exo

C18. This procedure was confirmed in Joshua if you look at your CR’s. This is how
America started out, but the Posterity failed to follow up on it. The Dejure
Citizens also traded their God Given rights for privileges granted by their gov,
which started the downfall of America.
There’s no doubt in Isa 28:16 that Christ the Stumblingstone applies to the Israel
people who reject Christ, not the world at large. So Rom 9:24 + 9:30 both use the
word Gentiles, but then quote verses that can only apply to the 12KT. That’s OK if
you are teaching that the word gentiles simply mean nations; & in this use is
referring to the Nations of the 12KT as the quotes indicate. But that’s not what
the universities are teaching to Christian Pastors & Teachers for their Doctorates.
You can read Rom C10, but 10:21 is the Israelites judged as Tares because they
reject Christ. Other races, nations, or groups of people who are against Christian
Israel may face the exact same judgment as Tares, but they’re not CALLED Tares
that I can see. This Tares idea goes way back in scripture if we were to do a
topical study on it & ‘Chaff’, etc. Maybe we could find an exception.
But the 2 terms used in Rom C9 are called Jews & Gentiles, with a Remnant of
that group, i.e. 12KT, separated into people who accept Christ & those who don’t.
That’s the correct context, & we can follow it all the way back to Sinai if you want
to follow my work. One group is Blessed, i.e. the Remnant; the other is Cursed,
i.e. the Tares. Both groups live together within the 2 Christian Empires which
create a paradox. The Wheat & Tares are growing up together. The Tares are
committing treason against the Wheat if you want to think about it as a legal
issue. And Rev 9:21 lists the crimes the Tares are committing against the Wheat.
It’s actually good that Rev doesn’t use the Jew & Gentile terms in describing who
it’s addressing. With all the specific mentions of the 12KT in C7 to C14,15 & the
12’s in the last chapters. Then as we just went through, how C12 connects to C11,
& it to Gen C48. Then the prophecies in-between & how they interconnect. But
they are specific to Israelites, & let’s make it specific to modern day Christian
Israel. What do we see in Rev that we can apply right now!

If you think about it, & we read from the beginning; what’s the first thing or event
we should see & recognize? It looks like it would be what’s described in Rev 1:7 ‘Every eye shall see him’, ‘all Kindreds shall wail’ (when they see Christ). But it
looks like that event would connect with the statements in 11:11-13. I’ve taught
this as the Seals in Rev C6 being a preview of the actual events most call Trumpet
Judgments in 8:7, 8:8, 8:10, 8:12, 9:1 is the fifth, 9:13 sixth, then 11:15 the
seventh. But the defined judgments are the 7 Bowls of God’s Wrath in C16, &
C17,18 describe who is being judged for the murder of the Saints.
So my view of what we’d see first is the event in 8:7. I’ve described this in other
videos as a false flag nuclear event (no star fell). However, if most Christian
people understood 18:23 correctly, & the 4 uses of Sorcery (ies) in Rev, a light
bulb would go off in their head right now. The whole world being deceived by
Sorcery isn’t very specific, until you look the word up. It’s Greek #5331, 5332, &
5333. I have a section on it here if you scroll down: http://angloisrael.com/ibtp/
5331 pharmakeia (far-mak-i'-ah); from 5332; medication ("pharmacy"), i.e. (by
extension) magic (literally or figuratively)
5332 pharmakeus (far-mak-yoos'); from pharmakon (a drug, i.e. spell-giving
potion); a druggist ("pharmacist") or poisoner, i.e. (by extension) a magician:
5333 pharmakos (far-mak-os'); the same as 5332
Webster's 1828 Dictionary - Pharmaceutic - PHARMACEU'TIC
PHARMACEU'TICAL, a. [Gr. to practice witchcraft or use medicine; poison or
medicine.] Pertaining to the knowledge or art of pharmacy, or to the art of
preparing medicines.
There is an obvious lie involving pharmaceutical drugs going on in 2020 that is
affecting literally the whole world. The Christian Israel people who recognize
they’re being lied to, probably also understand how it’s possible to connect these
lies, to how the MOB could be forced on them, as well as a final consequence of
how things are playing out. It should make perfect sense then, to connect these 4

verses in Rev to the people who are telling the lies, & who will attempt to force
the MOB on everyone. This is a worldwide event after all.
The 4 verses are: Rev 9:21 – ‘Neither repented they of their murders, nor of their
sorceries, nor of their fornication, nor of their thefts.’ Rev 18:23 – ‘And the light
of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of the bridegroom and
of the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee: for thy merchants were the
great men of the earth; for by thy sorceries were all nations deceived.’ Rev 21:8 But the fearful, & unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and
whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in
the lake which burneth with fire and brimstone: which is the second death.’ Rev
22:15 – ‘For without are dogs, and sorcerers, and whoremongers, and murderers,
and idolaters, and whosoever loveth and maketh a lie.’
What I think everyone misses here is that it’s not just talking about a few really
bad & sinful people here. It’s referring to INDUSTRIES that are allowed to operate
(or are sustained) by the Beast government(s). How do we best make that
connection? I’m going to look at the conclusions in Rev, & work backwards. From
19:18-21 we have the last description of war; because the Gog / Magog ‘war’ in
20:8,9 doesn’t involve an actual battle, & no ‘Saints’ are murdered. Unlike 18:24
where Babylon is charged with ‘the blood of Prophets, & of Saints, & of all that
were slain upon the earth.’
This industry then is perpetual war maintained by Lies (Entertainment News),
funded by a Global Banking Cabal (Thefts), who maintain funding for the Military
Industrial Cabal (Murder). A topical study on Fornication will reveal it has 3
aspects playing out here. Not just Sexual as people might assume, that’s what fits
the word ‘Whoremongers’. But there’s Spiritual fornication which manifests as
the False Prophets mentioned. My ‘I Blame the Pastors’ page we were on, covers
a few things I’ve detailed about that aspect.
There are a lot of Pastors just teaching the Zionist Israel message to maintain their
job. If they openly agreed with most of the things in this document & taught this
logic, they’d be relieved of their position & ‘job’, because for many, that’s all it is…
a job with a salary! Otherwise, why spend the money to get a Doctorate?

The third definition points to fornication ‘For Gain’. So you maintain your
position, or more likely are promoted for your treason these days; when you
could have done the right thing & exposed whatever was going on, & spoke out
against it. Twice it mentioned the ‘idolaters, and whosoever loveth and maketh a
lie’ concept. The Sorcery scam that’s being broadcast around the world fits this
perfectly. It’s hard to comprehend that people believe Entertainment News
reports anything truthful, when all they’re registered by the FCC for, is providing
entertainment.
You can’t sue them for lying because they’re licensed to provide fantasy’s to
people 24/7. Are western movies truthful? Andy Griffith? Star Trek? Pick any
shows people watch. They’re Hollywood fantasy’s people can sit & watch 24
hours a day. When they switch to another fantasy commonly called the ‘nightly
news’; by what logic would anyone think that NOW they have to start telling the
truth, or maybe they’ll get sued? There’s a disclaimer right on their website
telling you it’s all make believe! They give you full disclosure that everything you
see on their channel is for entertainment purposes only. If they tell the truth it’s
by accident! News is scripted by the CIA & provided to all these channels to mass
brainwash the whole earth. Before that, it was radio, or print media.
The payback on brainwashing is that you can commit all these other crimes, &
rarely suffer a loss or even a challenge to your crime. It’s what allows the USA
Military Complex to operate worldwide. We fight whatever war is declared on
the fake entertainment news media, when Congress doesn’t DECLARE war
anymore, & the costs are Trillions of dollars of debt for the citizens. I don’t know
what to say, when you have to explain to someone why that’s unlawful. The gov
is creating a debt with YOUR name on the bill to pay, & that’s AFTER they took
every penny they could squeeze out of you in taxes each year.
There’s so many things wrong with just these 4 industries mentioned in 9:21 that
you could write books on the subject. The books probably already exist! The
point is, Christ is coming back to separate the Saints, or the Holy, or Chosen
People; whatever term you like best; from the ones running the evil, participating
in it for profit, or maybe they just look the other way. The Saints or Chosen are

staying here on earth & ruled by Christ; the evil are being destroyed & burnt as
fuel for the sun.
But Christian people don’t fit within their evil plans. They are killing off the Holy
People piece by piece, & by various methods if Yahweh allows it. Once you’ve
secured a really good job, & have a family to provide for & so forth; you really
take a lot of heat if you try to upset the applecart & become even a whistleblower
for instance. The MOB is a line you can’t cross. But Sorcery runs the whole
deception somehow. And you don’t know what’s in those drugs you’re taking.
Only a Remnant today takes no pharmaceutical drugs at all including vaccines.
Rev describes a war between God’s Chosen, & a ruling class who are specifically
against Christ. Apparently they think they can win a war against him. Or they
want people to think that they can. It sounds kind of psychopathic from our
perspective, but don’t get on the wrong side of this argument. Help his Chosen if
you can, but my advice is don’t help anyone who is against them no matter what.
The mark they intend to give you identifies YOU, & is their ultimate source of
control over you. Plan ahead. If you’ll accept it, Yahweh told you what to do in
these days. I teach it just happens to be 2017-2024, & by my estimation, the signs
of the times should confirm that.
We can expect more lies on TV until the MOB is offered to everyone. Initially it
will be a choice most likely, but not for certain people. Police, Fire, Hospital, EMS,
or people who work for the gov & active military for sure will be mandatory.
Then commercial businesses & you know the rest of the story. Once you’ve shot
up 70% of the population & they’re still alive, most of the rest will follow in line.
It’s the last 10% that pose any problem at all. That’s where I expect Christ to step
in & act in some noticeable way.
I don’t have anything to add here to my previous videos on the Dragon, Beast &
False Prophet (FP), or some say Antichrist. Doesn’t matter, they’re all Satan or
under his influence & will do his will. The Beast is simply a gov that conquers
other nations by superior military force & appeals to Satan for his help &
direction. There are multiple Beasts as we see in Dan C7 who fall under the

control of Satan. I spent a lot of time explaining the numbering of the Beasts
which I think is simplified in Dan C7, once you compare this to Rev.
I’d say FP’s are Pastors or Teachers along with the schools that teach the Bible as
applying to anyone who deliberately does not teach the Kingdom Message as
Christ taught it. Christ came to Jerusalem according to OT Prophecy. He came for
the benefit of Christian Israelites, & those Israelites that rejected him he rejected.
OK, but that’s Blessings & Curses. No change from what he told Moses. Rev is
still talking about OT Prophecy to Christian Israel vs those who are specifically
murdering them. Their parents were doing the same thing! Read Stephens
defense in Acts C7. He said this & he was speaking to Israelites undeniably.
Rev is speaking specifically to Christian Israel as the 12KT from the OT & NT. If
you really can’t figure out the correct context, then you shouldn’t accept the
responsibility of being a Pastor or Teacher. It’s assumed you studied how to
determine proper context if you obtained a degree. Anyone who reads this
document can understand the connections I show within. That’s why I challenged
the Pastors & Teachers who are deliberately misleading Christian Israel. Their
message has been the leading cause for the destruction of America & now the
world at large. We elect the Cabal or their PR candidates because the Pastors
don’t teach that Exodus C18 is our guideline & still applies.
I pray for the things promised to (A); the Shield, the Stone, the Sceptre. Then for
fulfillment of all the prophecies for Christian Israel as the Posterity of AIJ. I pray
for YHWH to give me a truthful message & put it together the best I can. I could
use someone as a good Editor, but I don’t have that. The compiled information I
do have, should be more than enough for any of Christian Israel to get a good
handle on the Kingdom Message. Even enough to teach it to their Kindred. That’s
what you should be found doing when Christ returns. End of story! All my YT
videos, charts, & PDF’s will fit on just a 128gb USB 3.0 Thumbdrive you can get at
Walmart these days for just $17. Plugs right into a HDTV. That’s 153 hours of
video at last count & I’ve never charged anyone a dollar for it.
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